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Abstract 29 

The activity of neurons is determined by the balance between their excitatory and inhibitory 30 

synaptic inputs. Neurons in the avian nucleus magnocellularis (NM) integrate monosynaptic 31 

excitatory and polysynaptic inhibitory inputs from the auditory nerve, and transmit phase-locked 32 

output to higher auditory centers. The excitatory input is graded tonotopically, such that neurons 33 

tuned to higher frequency receive fewer, but larger, axon terminals. However, it remains 34 

unknown how the balance between excitatory and inhibitory inputs is determined in NM. We 35 

here examined synaptic and spike responses of NM neurons during stimulation of the auditory 36 

nerve in thick brain slices of chicken of both sexes, and found that the excitatory-inhibitory 37 

balance varied according to tonotopic region, ensuring reliable spike output across frequencies. 38 

Auditory nerve stimulation elicited IPSCs in NM neurons irrespective of tonotopic region, but 39 

the dependence of IPSCs on intensity varied in a systematic way. In neurons tuned to low 40 

frequency, IPSCs appeared and increased in parallel with EPSCs with elevation of intensity, 41 

which expanded dynamic range by preventing saturation of spike generation. On the other hand, 42 

in neurons tuned to higher frequency, IPSCs were smaller than EPSCs and had higher thresholds 43 

for activation, thus facilitating high-fidelity transmission. Computer simulation confirmed that 44 

these differences in inhibitory input were optimally matched to the patterns of excitatory input, 45 

and enabled appropriate level of neuronal output for wide intensity and frequency ranges of 46 

sound in the auditory system.  47 

Significance statement 48 

Neurons in nucleus magnocellularis encode timing information of sound across wide intensity 49 

ranges by integrating excitatory and inhibitory synaptic inputs from the auditory nerve, but 50 

underlying synaptic mechanisms of this integration are not fully understood. We here show that 51 

the excitatory-inhibitory relationship was expressed differentially at each tonotopic region; the 52 

relationship was linear in neurons tuned to low frequency, expanding dynamic range by 53 

preventing saturation of spike generation; by contrast inhibitory input remained much smaller 54 

than excitatory input in neurons tuned to higher frequency, thus ensuring high-fidelity 55 

transmission. The tonotopic regulation of excitatory and inhibitory input optimized the output 56 

across frequencies and intensities, playing a fundamental role in the timing coding pathway in 57 

the auditory system.  58 
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 59 

Introduction  60 

Nucleus magnocellularis (NM), the avian homologue of the mammalian anteroventral cochlear 61 

nucleus (AVCN), is the first central auditory brain region that conveys the temporal information 62 

of sound. NM neurons receive excitatory input from auditory nerve fibers (ANFs) and generate 63 

spikes at a specific phase of sound waves (Sullivan and Konishi, 1984; Warchol and Dallos, 64 

1990), and send these phase-locked spikes bilaterally to coincident detectors in nucleus laminaris 65 

(NL) for sound localization (Hacket et al., 1982; Young and Rubel, 1983). Thus, the level and 66 

timing of NM signals are critical for accurate coincidence detection, and therefore must be tuned 67 

across sound frequency and intensity by multiple mechanisms. 68 

One of these mechanisms is the tonotopic differentiation of excitatory input. NM neurons are 69 

tuned to a specific frequency of sound (the characteristic frequency, CF) and arranged in an 70 

orderly manner within the nucleus, such that higher CFs are represented more rostromedially 71 

(Rubel and Parks, 1975). The number and size of excitatory inputs differ along the tonotopic axis 72 

(Parks and Rubel, 1978; Jhaveri and Morest, 1982; Carr and Boudreau, 1991; Koppl, 1994; 73 

Fukui and Ohmori, 2004). This ensures a precise output across frequencies, despite the fact that 74 

the fluctuation of spike timing (jitter) is larger in ANFs tuned to low-frequency sound (Koppl, 75 

1997; Fukui et al., 2006). Low-CF neurons receive small bouton terminals from multiple ANFs, 76 

each of which causes a small response insufficient to generate a spike. Accordingly, the 77 

convergence of multiple inputs is required for spike generation, making the jitter smaller than 78 

that of ANFs in the low CF neurons (Kuba and Ohmori, 2009). On the other hand, high-CF 79 

neurons receive one or a few end-bulb terminals, each of which causes a large response sufficient 80 

to generate a spike (Parks and Rubel, 1978; Trussell, 1999), allowing the high-CF neurons to 81 

match their jitter with that of ANFs.  82 

Another mechanism is related to the inhibitory input. NM neurons receive GABAergic inhibitory 83 

inputs from the superior olivary nucleus (SON), which is in turn driven by ANFs primarily via 84 

nucleus angularis (NA), the other cochlear nucleus in the avian brainstem (Lachica et al., 1994; 85 

Yang et al., 1999; Burger et al., 2005). The effects of these inhibitory inputs have been studied in 86 

neurons with higher CF, presumably above 0.5 kHz, and showed that inhibition reduces the level 87 

and jitter of spike output specifically for intense sounds through an increase of a shunting 88 
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conductance (Monsivais et al., 2000; Fukui et al., 2010; Howard and Rubel, 2010). However, it 89 

remains unclear how the balance between the excitatory and inhibitory inputs changes according 90 

to the activity of ANFs and how that balance shapes the output of NM. Importantly, it is 91 

expected that GABAergic shunting conductance is more efficient in suppressing spike generation 92 

in neurons receiving small (i.e., weaker) converging excitatory inputs than large high-fidelity 93 

inputs. Moreover, there is an increasing gradient of GABAergic terminals toward the low-CF 94 

region in NM (Code et al., 1989), raising the possibility that the excitatory and inhibitory balance 95 

is regulated differentially along the tonotopic axis in NM.  96 

In this study, we developed a novel thick slice preparation in which the entire excitatory and 97 

inhibitory circuit to NM was preserved, and examined the relationship between excitatory and 98 

inhibitory synaptic strength in NM neurons by stimulating ANFs. Amplitudes of EPSCs and 99 

IPSCs increased with an increase of stimulus intensity, but their dependence on intensity differed 100 

among the tonotopic regions; IPSCs in low-CF neurons appeared at an intensity similar to that of 101 

EPSCs and increased in parallel with EPSCs, whereas IPSCs in higher-CF neurons required a 102 

much higher intensity than EPSCs and appeared only at strong stimuli. We also found that the 103 

coupling of EPSCs and IPSCs in the low-CF neurons prevented the saturation of spike output, 104 

suggesting that the excitatory and inhibitory balance is strategically adjusted across tonotopic 105 

regions to ensure precise temporal coding for a broad range of intensities.  106 

 107 

Materials and Methods 108 

Animals Chickens (Gallus domesticus) of either sex at post-hatch day 0-7 were used in this study. 109 

The auditory system of these animals were almost mature at these ages, in terms of auditory 110 

threshold as well as synaptic and membrane properties of NM neurons (Saunders et al., 1973; 111 

Jhaveri and Morest, 1982; Code et al., 1989; Brenowitz and Trussell, 2001; Fukui and Ohmori, 112 

2004). The care of experimental animals was in accordance with the regulations for animal 113 

research at Nagoya University and the experiments were approved by the institutional committee. 114 

Slice preparation Under deep anesthesia with ether, the chick was rapidly decapitated and the 115 

brainstem was isolated. ANFs were cut with microscissors at the orifice of the temporal bone, 116 

corresponding to a position about 5 mm away from the brainstem. The brainstem was transferred 117 
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to an oxygenated ice-cold high-glucose artificial cerebrospinal fluid (HG-ACSF, concentrations 118 

in mM: 75 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 26 NaHCO3, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 100 glucose, 1 CaCl2, 3 MgCl2, pH 7.4). 119 

After removing the membranous tissues, the brainstem was embedded in 3-4% agarose and glued 120 

to a slicing chamber with the caudal side up. The slicing chamber was filled with HG-ACSF and 121 

the brainstem was trimmed coronally to the level near the entrance of ANFs, where the outline of 122 

the caudal side of NM was visible. From this point, we made a thick coronal slice (2-2.5 mm) 123 

extending toward the rostral side (Fig. 1A). The thick slice was removed carefully from the 124 

agarose and incubated in HG-ACSF (37 °C) for 30-45 min before use.  125 

Tonotopic regions of NM NM was divided into three tonotopic regions according to their 126 

position within the nucleus; low-CF region was defined as the caudo-lateral third, middle-CF 127 

region as the middle third, and high-CF region as the rostro-medial third (Fukui and Ohmori, 128 

2004; Akter et al., 2018; Rubel and Parks, 1975). As neurons in middle- and high-CF regions 129 

were qualitatively similar, they were combined and comparisons were made between low-CF 130 

and middle/high-CF regions. For recording from low-CF neurons, the tip of a recording pipette 131 

was positioned at the lateral half of NM within 200 μm from the surface, while for middle/high-132 

CF neurons, the tip was placed at the medial half of NM with a depth greater than 200 μm. We 133 

sometimes removed the caudal side of the thick slices (200-300 μm thickness) to increase 134 

accessibility to the middle/high-CF neurons.  135 

Electrophysiology Thick slices were transferred to the recording chamber caudal side up. For all 136 

experiments, the recording chamber was perfused with an oxygenated artificial cerebrospinal 137 

fluid (ACSF, concentrations in mM: 125 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 26 NaHCO3, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 17 glucose, 138 

2 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, pH 7.4). The extracellular solution was circulated by a peristaltic pump 139 

(ATTO) at a constant rate (3-4 ml/min). The recording temperature was maintained at 36-37 °C. 140 

Patch pipettes had a resistance of 4-6 MΩ (tip diameter of 1.5-2 μm) when filled with a K+-based 141 

solution (concentrations in mM: 113 K+-gluconate, 4.5 MgCl2, 0.1 EGTA, 14 Tris2-142 

phosphocreatine, 4 Na2-ATP, 0.3 Tris-GTP, 9 HEPES-KOH, pH 7.2) for current-clamp 143 

recording, or with a Cs+-based solution (concentrations in mM: 140 Cs+-methanesulfonate, 20 144 

CsCl, 0.2 EGTA, 10 HEPES, pH 7.2) for recordings of EPSCs and IPSCs. Recordings of 145 

extracellular spikes were made using a pipette filled with the ACSF (mM: 125 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 26 146 

NaH2PO4, 17 glucose, 2 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2) under the cell-attached clamp, which preserves the 147 
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intracellular Cl- environment. The recording pipette was advanced from the medial to the lateral 148 

side at an angle of 65° from the horizontal with a 2-μm step using a motorized micromanipulator 149 

(DMA-1511, Narishige) while applying positive pressure (50-75 mmHg). A square wave voltage 150 

pulse (5 mV, 10 ms) was continuously applied to monitor the pipette resistance. Upon a small 151 

increase in the resistance, the pipette was retracted (6-10 μm) and then advanced again with a 152 

lower positive pressure (5-15 mmHg). After a sufficient increase in the resistance, small negative 153 

pressure was applied to get a giga-ohm seal. The whole-cell configuration was achieved by 154 

additional negative pressure. In some experiments, DNQX (60-80 μM, Tocris) and SR-95531 155 

(100 μM, Sigma) were applied to the bath to block excitatory and inhibitory transmission, 156 

respectively.  157 

Electrical stimulation EPSCs and polysynaptic IPSCs were induced in thick slices by stimulating 158 

ipsilateral ANFs with a bipolar tungsten electrode (75-125 μm thickness, Fig. 1A), which was 159 

inserted within the distal part of ANF bundle (Fig. 1A, red arrow). When the electrode was 160 

separated by more than 4-5 mm from the lateral edge of NM it was not able to activate inhibitory 161 

fibers from SON to NM (see Results). Monosynaptic IPSCs in thick slices were induced by 162 

stimulating SON fibers with a bipolar tungsten electrode inserted deep into the slices at the 163 

ventrolateral side of NM, where SON fibers descend toward NM. Biphasic pulses, which 164 

minimized stimulus artifacts, were made with an electronic stimulator (SEN-7203, Nihon 165 

Kohden), and a single stimulus or a train of 20 stimuli (100, 200, or 333Hz) were applied 166 

through an isolator (SS-202J, Nihon Kohden). The duration rather than the amplitude of the 167 

pulses was altered, as changing duration allowed us to adjust the stimulus intensity in discrete 168 

and reproducible increments in each experiment (Fig. 1B). The amplitude of stimuli was initially 169 

set to induce reliable responses in each cell (2-100 V) and remained constant throughout 170 

experiments. When the rise time of EPSCs, which would reflect synchronized spike induction 171 

among ANFs, was evaluated in low-CF neurons in thin slices, the rise time increased only 172 

slightly during an increase of the duration; the extent of increase was less than 0.2 ms (0.13±0.05 173 

ms), and was not different from that during an increase of the stimulus amplitude (0.1±0.1 ms) 174 

(n=7, p=0.5).  175 

Data acquisition and analysis Recordings were performed with a patch-clamp amplifier (EPC8, 176 

HEKA Elektronik). Output signals were low-pass filtered at 3 kHz, sampled at 50 kHz (BNC-177 
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2090A, National Instruments), stored and analyzed on a personal computer with AxoGraph X 178 

(AxoGraph Scientific). Voltages were corrected for a 10-mV liquid junction potential. Series 179 

resistance was below 10 MΩ and was not compensated. Threshold current of spikes was 180 

measured as the minimum current required for spike induction, threshold voltage as the voltage 181 

corresponding to an inflection point in the first time derivative of voltage, and amplitude as the 182 

voltage between the threshold and the peak. Reversal potentials of EPSCs and IPSCs were 0 mV 183 

and –50 mV, respectively, which allowed us to record both synaptic currents in the same neuron 184 

with a substantial driving force by switching the holding potential between –50 mV and 0 mV. A 185 

small EPSC appeared at 0 mV prior to an IPSC in some middle/high-CF neurons (4 of 12 cells), 186 

implying a slight shift of the holding voltage due to the series resistance. Nevertheless, the 187 

EPSCs were smaller by ~25 times at 0 mV than at –50 mV, implying that the shift would be ~2 188 

mV and the underestimation of IPSCs would be only ~4%. Latency of synaptic currents was 189 

defined as the period between the onset of the stimulus artifact and 10% of the current peak, and 190 

rise time as the period between 10% and 90% of the peak. Threshold intensity of synaptic 191 

currents was defined as the minimum intensity (i.e. the shortest pulse duration) of generating 192 

synaptic responses in every trial. The paired-pulse ratio (PPR) was calculated from the 193 

amplitudes of the first and the second stimuli, and the amplitudes were measured between the 194 

onset and the peak at the stimuli. Synaptic conductance was measured between the initial 195 

baseline and the peak at each stimulus. Firing probability of extracellular spikes was defined as 196 

the total number of spikes divided by the total number of stimuli, and calculated from 10-13 197 

traces. Threshold intensity of the extracellular spike was defined as the intensity at 10% of firing 198 

probability, saturating intensity as the intensity reaching 100% of probability, and dynamic range 199 

as the difference between the threshold and saturating intensities. Spike jitter was defined as the 200 

standard deviation of latency peak, and it was calculated from more than 10 traces.  201 

Computational model. Neuronal modeling and simulation were performed with NEURON 7.6, as 202 

described previously (Kuba and Ohmori, 2009). The model of low-CF NM neurons consisted of 203 

multiple sections: a soma (20 μm in length and diameter) and an axon with an axon hillock (10-204 

μm length), an axon initial segment (20-μm length), 10 myelinated internodes, and 10 nodes of 205 

Ranvier. The Na+ current (Rothman and Manis, 2003), and low- and high-voltage-activated K+ 206 

currents (Klva and Khva) (Rathouz and Trussell, 1998) followed the web-accessible Model DB 207 
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(Hines et al., 2004). The V1/2 and slope factor for activation were -58 mV and 10 mV for the 208 

Klva current, and -19 mV and 9 mV for the Khva current, respectively. The Na+, Klva, and Khva 209 

currents were incorporated into the soma, the axon initial segment, and the nodes; gNa, gKlva, 210 

and gKhva were 100 pS/μm2, 60 pS/μm2, and 60 pS/μm2 in the soma and 14000 pS/μm2, 180 211 

pS/μm2, and 180 pS/μm2 in the axon initial segment and the nodes, respectively. The Khva 212 

current was also included at the axon hillock (180 pS/μm2). The temperature was 40 ˚C. The 213 

time step of the calculation was 12.5 μs. Excitatory input consisted of multiple unitary EPSC 214 

conductances (uEPSGs), and the input timing of each uEPSG varied randomly according to the 215 

normal distribution with a standard deviation of 0.24 ms. Individual uEPSG had a profile of α 216 

function (= gsyn•t/ syn•exp(1-t/ syn)), time constant (τsyn) of 0.3 ms, and amplitude of 4 nS, 217 

corresponding to those in low-CF NM neurons (Fukui and Ohmori, 2004), unless otherwise 218 

stated. Inhibitory input consisted of multiple unitary IPSC conductances (uIPSGs), each of which 219 

was a tonic conductance with the size and the number the same as those of uEPSG. The reversal 220 

potential of IPSCs was set at –60 mV, which was measured in low-CF neurons (unpublished 221 

observations, see also for more depolarized reversal potential in middle/high-CF NM neurons, 222 

Hyson et al, 1995; Monsivais and Rubel, 2001; Lu and Trussell, 2001). When the reversal 223 

potential of IPSCs was depolarized, inhibitory effects became smaller. Firing probability was 224 

calculated from 50 traces. 225 

Statistics Data were presented as a mean ± standard error (n = number of cells). Statistical 226 

evaluation was made with paired or unpaired t-test for comparison of two groups. 227 

 228 

Results  229 

NM neurons in the thick slice preparation 230 

Using the thick slice preparation, we recorded voltage responses of current-clamped NM neurons 231 

to somatic injection of rectangular current pulses through the recording pipette (Figs 1A, 1C). 232 

Basic membrane parameters varied with tonotopic regions (Table 1), such that the resting 233 

potential was more positive and the input resistance and membrane time constant were larger in 234 

low-CF neurons than in middle/high-CF neurons. Spike parameters were also different between 235 

the tonotopic regions (Table 1): the threshold current was smaller, the threshold potential was 236 
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lower, and the amplitude was larger in the low-CF neurons. In addition, the threshold current 237 

generated a single spike at stimulus onset in both neurons, while a larger current generated more 238 

than one spike specifically in low-CF neurons (0.8 nA, Fig. 1C). These observations were 239 

compatible with those in conventional thin slices (Fukui and Ohmori, 2004; Akter et al., 2018), 240 

confirming that the condition of cells was maintained and tonotopic regions were appropriately 241 

estimated in the present recordings.  242 

 243 

Polysynaptic IPSCs were driven by stimulation of ANFs  244 

We stimulated ANFs with a bipolar tungsten electrode placed at 4-5 mm away from the 245 

recording position and recorded synaptic currents in NM neurons under the voltage clamp (Fig. 246 

1A) while adjusting stimulus intensity by changing the pulse duration at a constant amplitude 247 

(Fig. 1B, see Methods). EPSCs and IPSCs were isolated in the neurons by switching holding 248 

potential between –50 mV and 0 mV with a pipette filled with a Cs+-based solution (see 249 

Methods). In both low-CF and middle/high-CF neurons, EPSCs appeared as inward currents at –250 

50 mV (Fig. 1D upper, red traces), whereas IPSCs appeared as outward currents at 0 mV (Fig. 251 

1D lower, blue traces). The latency of EPSCs was below 2 ms in both areas (Fig. 1E upper, red 252 

dots), reflecting the monosynaptic innervation of ANFs to NM. On the other hand, the latency of 253 

IPSCs was always above 3 ms (Fig. 1E lower, blue dots), and it was apparently separated from 254 

that of monosynaptic IPSCs (below 2 ms, green dots; see Methods), suggesting that SON fibers 255 

were not directly activated during the stimulation of ANFs. In addition, since NA is located more 256 

rostrally than NM, NA fibers are further from the stimulating electrode and hence would have a 257 

higher threshold than SON fibers projecting to NM. Thus, the present stimulation procedure 258 

would induce trisynaptic IPSCs via the activation of ANFs with little effects on fibers from NA 259 

and SON. Contributions of local interneurons around NM and NL (von Bartheld et al., 1989; 260 

Yamada et al., 2013) to the IPSCs would be small, because IPSCs were totally abolished when 261 

SON was removed by cutting the ventral part of the slice (data not shown). 262 

The decay phase of IPSCs was 40-50 times slower than that of EPSCs, as observed in thin slices 263 

(Zhang et al, 1994; Kuo, et al, 2009), and did not differ between low-CF and middle/high-CF 264 

neurons; decay time constant of EPSCs was 0.58±0.02 ms (n=51) and 0.49±0.04 ms (n=18) in 265 
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low-CF and middle/high-CF neurons, respectively (p=0.05), and that of IPSCs was 22.2±6.6 ms 266 

(n=5) and 17.0±6.5 ms (n=3), respectively (p=0.3). In contrast, the rising phase was slightly 267 

slower in the low-CF neurons for both EPSCs and IPSCs (Fig. 1F). This could be related to the 268 

fact that low-CF neurons are innervated by multiple ANFs, activation of which is likely to cause 269 

a variation in the timing of spike induction among the fibers.  270 

We examined the minimum conductance of EPSCs and IPSCs driven by ANFs at the threshold 271 

intensity defined as the shortest pulse duration that induced responses (Figs 1G, H, see Methods). 272 

The threshold intensity did not differ between EPSCs and IPSCs in low-CF neurons (Fig. 1G 273 

left), while it was 3-4 times higher for IPSCs than for EPSCs in middle/high-CF neurons 274 

(middle), making the relative threshold of IPSCs to EPSCs larger in middle/high-CF neurons 275 

(right). The conductance of EPSCs at the threshold intensity was about 10 times smaller in low-276 

CF neurons than in middle/high-CF neurons (Fig. 1H left), while that of IPSCs was about 2-3 277 

times smaller in the low-CF neurons (right). These data showed that the inhibitory input was 278 

comparable to the excitatory input in both size and threshold in the low-CF neurons, whereas it 279 

was small and required a stronger stimulus intensity in the middle/high-CF neurons.  280 

 281 

Polysynaptic IPSCs temporally summated during a stimulus train 282 

We examined EPSCs and IPSCs in response to a train of 20 stimuli at 200 Hz in thick slices (Fig. 283 

2). EPSCs amplitudes underwent strong depression during the train and the extent of depression 284 

was larger in low-CF neurons; PPR was smaller by 30%, and conductance calculated at 18th-285 

20th stimuli was lower by 40% in low-CF neurons than in middle/high-CF neurons (Figs 2A, 2B 286 

upper, 2C, see Methods), in agreement with a previous report (Oline and Burger, 2014). IPSCs 287 

also showed strong depression during the train, while the extent did not differ between neurons 288 

in different CF classes (Figs 2A, 2B lower). Importantly, however, the decay kinetics of IPSCs 289 

was slow, allowing the IPSCs to summate temporally and produce a plateau current during the 290 

train. As a result, the conductance of IPSCs after 18th-20th stimuli was larger than the 291 

conductance at the first stimulus (Fig. 2D). Thus, the excitatory conductance became smaller, 292 

and the inhibitory conductance became larger, during the train, suggesting that an impact of 293 
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inhibitory input on neuronal output would increase as the train progressed. This effect was most 294 

prominent in low-CF neurons due to the depression of their EPSCs. 295 

This depression of EPSCs became more pronounced as stimulus frequency increased, and the 296 

extent of depression was similar in both CF regions: the conductance of EPSCs at 18th-20th 297 

stimuli decreased by 50% and 25% in low-CF and middle/high-CF neurons, respectively, 298 

between 100 Hz and 333 Hz (Fig. 2F). Depression of IPSCs was also augmented at higher 299 

stimulus frequencies. Indeed, PPR decreased by 65% and 60% in low-CF and middle/high-CF 300 

neurons, respectively, between 100 Hz and 200 Hz, while PPR was not calculated at 333 Hz 301 

because stimulus artifacts overlapped the rising phase of IPSCs at the frequency (data not 302 

shown). On the other hand, the conductance of IPSCs at 18th-20th stimuli either did not change 303 

or became even larger at higher frequencies in both CF regions: the increase was 28% and 4% in 304 

low-CF and middle/high-CF neurons, respectively, between 100 Hz and 333 Hz (Fig. 2G). This 305 

occurred because the decay kinetics of IPSCs was slow and the temporal summation of IPSCs 306 

became more pronounced at higher frequencies (Roberts et al., 2014).  307 

IPSCs driven by stimulation of SON fibers showed strong depression, and the extent of 308 

depression and summation was similar to that of polysynaptic IPSCs driven by ANF stimulation 309 

(Figs 2B, 2E). In addition, the conductance at 18th-20th stimuli did not change with stimulus 310 

frequency (Fig. 2H), suggesting that the pattern of polysynaptic inhibitory input would reflect 311 

that of  monosynaptic transmission of SON fibers in NM.  312 

 313 

Polysynaptic IPSCs increased linearly with EPSCs in low-CF neurons 314 

We then examined the balance between the excitatory and inhibitory conductances for a given 315 

number of ANFs, by elevating the stimulus intensity via a stepwise increase of pulse duration (10 316 

μs) while switching holding potential between –50 mV and 0 mV (Fig. 3, see Methods). In low-317 

CF neurons, EPSCs increased gradually with the stimulus intensity (Fig. 3A), which was 318 

consistent with convergence of multiple ANFs onto each low-CF neuron (Fukui and Ohmori, 319 

2004). IPSCs also increased in a similar manner; they appeared with an intensity just above the 320 

threshold intensity of EPSCs (240 μs) and increased in parallel with EPSCs (300-450 μs). We 321 

plotted the synaptic conductances from a population of cells against the intensity for the first 322 
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stimulus (left) and the 18th-20th stimuli (right) (Fig. 3B). The conductances increased with the 323 

intensity for both EPSCs (red) and IPSCs (blue) at the 18th-20th stimuli (right), whereas the 324 

dependence was rather weak for IPSCs at the first stimulus (left). In consequence, the excitatory 325 

and inhibitory conductances showed a strong positive correlation, and the tendency was more 326 

prominent at the 18th-20th stimuli (right) than at the first stimulus (left, Fig. 3C).  327 

In middle/high-CF neurons, EPSCs showed one or a few large steps with increase in intensity 328 

(Fig. 3B), reflecting the convergence of a small number of strong inputs to each cell, accounting 329 

for their high-fidelity transmission (Fukui and Ohmori, 2004). Importantly, IPSCs were not 330 

elicited even at a saturating intensity for EPSCs (120 μs) and appeared only when extremely 331 

intense stimuli were applied (above 320 μs). In addition, a further elevation of stimulus 332 

amplitude could not increase IPSCs (data not shown), confirming that IPSCs required stronger 333 

stimuli for induction compared with EPSCs. Indeed, the threshold intensity for IPSCs was higher 334 

than that for EPSCs in all the cells, and most cells could not show more than one step within the 335 

intensity range of present stimuli (up to 600 μs, Fig. 3B, see also Fig.1). Accordingly, the 336 

inhibitory conductance remained smaller than the excitatory conductance for both the first and 337 

the 18th-20th stimuli in these neurons (Fig. 3C). Thus, the inhibitory input in low-CF neurons 338 

was balanced with the excitatory input for the range of applied intensity particularly at the later 339 

part of the train, whereas that in middle/high-CF neurons was mostly dominated by the 340 

excitatory input, suggestive of a difference in the impact of inhibitory input on the neuronal 341 

output between the neurons.  342 

 343 

Graded increase in spike responses with intensity in low-CF neurons 344 

The input-output relationship of NM neurons was examined in thick slices (Fig. 4). We 345 

stimulated ANFs with a train of 20 stimuli at 200 Hz and recorded extracellular spikes under the 346 

cell-attached configuration while increasing pulse duration in a stepwise fashion (10 μs, see 347 

Methods). The spikes showed a biphasic shape (Fig. 4A inset) and had a latency of 1.5±0.1 ms 348 

(n=22) and 1.3±0.1 ms (n=7) for low-CF and middle/high-CF neurons, respectively. In the low-349 

CF neurons, patterns of spike responses changed in time- and intensity-dependent manners; 350 

spikes were restricted to the initial part of the train when a weak intensity (80 μs) was used, 351 
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while spikes also occurred later in the train with larger stimuli (250 μs), reaching a 100% fidelity 352 

with the strongest (400 μs) stimuli (Fig. 4A left). The time- and intensity-dependences appear in 353 

part because the synaptic depression of EPSCs prevented spike generation during the later part of 354 

the train, but this effect was overcome by an increase of EPSC amplitude at the strong intensity 355 

(see Fig. 3A left). Consistent with this idea, spike jitter increased later in the train, and was 356 

reduced with higher intensity stimuli (Fig. 4A inset). In middle/high-CF neurons, on the other 357 

hand, spikes persisted throughout the train, even at the lowest intensity (20 μs) (Fig. 4A right). In 358 

addition, the spike jitter remained small during the train (Fig. 4A inset), as expected given the 359 

large unitary EPSCs in the neurons (see Figs 1-3). We plotted the firing probability versus the 360 

intensity for a group of cells in Fig. 4B, showing that the firing probability increased gradually in 361 

the low-CF neurons (left), whereas it increased abruptly to reach a saturating level in the 362 

middle/high-CF neurons (right). Correspondingly, the low-CF neurons showed a higher 363 

saturating intensity (Fig. 4D) and a wider range of intensity for spike responses (dynamic range, 364 

Fig. 4E) than the middle/high-CF neurons. Notably, the jitter of spikes was larger in the low-CF 365 

neurons (Fig. 4F), and the threshold intensity to induce spikes was also elevated in the neurons 366 

(Fig. 4C). Since the threshold intensity of EPSCs was similar between the neurons and the 367 

postsynaptic membrane excitability was even higher for the low-CF neurons (see Fig. 1C, Table 368 

1), the higher threshold intensity for the spike induction in the low-CF neurons is attributed to 369 

the substantial inhibitory input in the neurons.  370 

 371 

Polysynaptic IPSCs expanded the dynamic range of the output in low-CF neurons  372 

Given these differences between the ranges of stimuli that elicit inhibitory responses in different 373 

CF regions, we next examined the differential effects of blocking inhibitory inputs on spike 374 

generation by applying a GABAA receptor antagonist (SR-95531, 100 μM). Before application 375 

of the drug, only a few spikes were generated in low-CF neurons at the onset for an intensity just 376 

above threshold (Fig. 5A left, blue traces, 80 and100 μs). SR-95531 enhanced spike responses 377 

and the number reached the maximum (20 spikes) at 100 μs (Fig. 5A right, red traces). 378 

Accordingly, SR-95531 caused a prominent leftward shift in the intensity dependence of firing 379 

probability in the neuron; it lowered both the threshold intensity (single arrowheads) from 60 μs 380 
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to 40 μs and the saturating intensity (double arrowheads) from 300 μs to 100 μs, narrowing the 381 

dynamic range by 180 μs (Fig. 5B). This pattern was consistent across neurons, and the dynamic 382 

range was 40±6% of control after SR-95531 (n=6, p=0.002) (Figs 5D-F), suggesting that the 383 

inhibitory input strongly suppressed spike generation in the low-CF neurons even at threshold 384 

intensity (see Figs 1, 4). SR-95531 shortened spike latency from 1.5±0.1 ms to 1.3±0.1 ms (n=6, 385 

p=0.002). In addition, SR-95531 decreased the spike jitter (Fig. 5G), presumably due to an 386 

increase of EPSP amplitude after a reduction of shunting conductance via a blockade of 387 

postsynaptic GABAA receptors (Monsivais et al., 2000; Howard and Rubel, 2010).  388 

The effects of SR-95531 were most prominent at the later part of the train response (4th-20th 389 

stimuli, lower) than at the beginning (1st-3rd stimuli, upper) of the train (Fig. 5C). SR-95531 390 

decreased the threshold and saturating intensities, and narrowed the dynamic range particularly 391 

in the later part of the train (Figs 5D-F); the dynamic range was 88±12% and 37±6% of controls 392 

(n=6, p=0.0001) at the early and later part of the train, respectively. In addition, spike jitter was 393 

reduced in SR-95531 more in the later part of the train (Fig. 5G). These results were compatible 394 

with the fact that temporal summation of IPSCs progressed and produced a plateau current at the 395 

later part of the train, so that loss of this inhibition had progressively greater effects as the 396 

stimulation proceeded (see Figs 2, 3). 397 

 398 

Effects of linear excitatory-inhibitory relationship depended on the size of unitary EPSCs  399 

We examined the effects of linearly coupled EPSCs and IPSCs on spike generation in a 400 

computational model of low-CF NM neurons (Fig. 6). The model neuron received multiple 401 

uEPSGs, each of which randomly varied with a jitter corresponding to that of activity of ANFs in 402 

vivo, while the tonic uIPSG was set to change in size and number in parallel with the uEPSGs 403 

(Fig. 6A, see Methods). With an increase in the number of uEPSGs (4 nS), the number of spikes 404 

increased, but the increase was less steep with IPSGs than without IPSGs (Figs 6A left and 405 

middle). Accordingly, IPSGs caused a rightward shift in the firing probability; the number of 406 

uEPSGs for the maximum probability (saturation, double arrowheads) increased from 2 to 8, 407 

whereas the number just below the appearance of spikes (threshold, single arrowheads) remained 408 
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at 4, leading to a wider dynamic range from 2 to 6 with IPSGs (horizontal two-way arrows) (Fig. 409 

6C). Thus, linearly coupled IPSCs prevented saturation of spike responses and expanded the 410 

dynamic range, consistent with physiological results in low-CF neurons (Fig. 5).   411 

We then increased the size of the uEPSG, while preserving the linear excitatory-inhibitory 412 

relationship, and examined the effects on the predicted input-output curve (Figs 6A right, 6D). 413 

The increase in uEPSG, and resulting increase in EPSP amplitude (Fig. 6B), meant that fewer 414 

inputs were needed to reach spike threshold and maximal spike probability, thus causing a 415 

prominent leftward shift of the curve and a narrowing of dynamic range.  This result implies that 416 

the linearly coupled IPSCs effectively expanded the dynamic range only when uEPSG was 417 

small. The results show that the small size of uEPSG is critical for the linear relationship 418 

between EPSC and IPSC, ensuring a wide dynamic range.  419 

 420 

Discussion 421 

In this study, we developed a thick slice preparation of the chicken brainstem, and examined the 422 

relationship between excitatory and inhibitory synaptic inputs impinging on NM neurons during 423 

stimulation of ANFs. This relationship was determined differentially in a tonotopic-pathway-424 

specific manner; IPSCs increased in parallel with EPSCs in low-CF neurons, whereas they were 425 

dominated by EPSCs in middle/high-CF neurons. This pathway-specific coupling of excitatory 426 

and inhibitory inputs ensures a level and timing of neuronal output in the auditory circuit suited 427 

for wide intensity and frequency ranges of sound.  428 

 429 

Tonotopic differentiation of polysynaptic inhibitory pathway 430 

IPSCs were more readily triggered in low-CF NM neurons than in middle/high-CF NM neurons, 431 

suggesting a greater importance of inhibition in control of responses to low-frequency sound. 432 

The stimulus threshold triggering EPSCs was similar across regions, excluding tonotopic 433 

differences in excitability of ANFs. Therefore, the difference in IPSC threshold must arise at NA 434 
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and/or SON, through mechanisms including patterns of innervation, synaptic strength, and/or 435 

excitability of postsynaptic neurons. 436 

In contrast to electrical stimulus thresholds, acoustic threshold for activating ANFs is high for 437 

fibers tuned to low frequency (below 0.5 kHz) (Manley et al., 1997; Fukui et al., 2006), whereas 438 

it does not differ among tonotopic regions at NA (Warchol and Dallos, 1990), suggesting that 439 

ANFs may drive spikes more efficiently in NA neurons tuned to lower frequencies. Notably, 440 

tonotopic representation changes from logarithmic to linear scales between cochlea and NA 441 

(Ryals and Rubel, 1982; Fukui and Ohmori, 2003). In addition, synaptic strength and neuronal 442 

excitability do not differ tonotopically in NA (Fukui et al, 2003; Ahn and MacLeod, 2016). Thus, 443 

one possible explanation could be that convergence of ANFs was greater at lower-CF regions in 444 

NA, as also seen in NM (Fukui and Ohmori, 2004), and this difference contributed to lower the 445 

threshold of polysynaptic IPSCs in the low-CF NM neurons.  446 

Frequency tuning of SON neurons is broader than that of NA neurons, but the extent of 447 

frequency convergence, expected from bandwidth (Q10 dB), did not differ among tonotopic 448 

regions (Tabor, et al., 2012). In addition, threshold to sound and firing patterns are similar 449 

between SON neurons and NA neurons (Warchol and Dallos, 1990; Tabor, et al., 2012), 450 

suggesting that contributions of SON to the difference of IPSC threshold could be small. 451 

Nevertheless, a possibility remains that tonotopic differences exist at SON in the extents of 452 

convergence within a frequency band, synaptic strength, and/or neuronal excitability, which 453 

underlie the difference of IPSC threshold in NM.  454 

 455 

Intensity dependence of the excitatory-inhibitory relationship 456 

Excitatory and inhibitory inputs increased with the intensity of stimuli in a way specific to each 457 

tonotopic region. In low-CF neurons, EPSCs and IPSCs increased with the intensity in a stepwise 458 

manner, reflecting the tight coupling of IPSCs with the activity of ANFs. In middle/high-CF 459 

neurons, on the other hand, a large EPSC appeared in an all-or-none manner, and IPSCs 460 

remained smaller than EPSCs for wide intensity ranges. These relationships were further shaped 461 

during the course of the stimulus train. EPSCs and IPSCs showed a strong depression during the 462 
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train, via depletion of vesicles (Trussell, 1999). However, IPSCs were slow in decay kinetics and 463 

temporally summated to produce a plateau current at the later part, creating a time window for 464 

inhibition (Lu and Trussell, 2000). Moreover, the elevation of stimulus frequency decreased the 465 

steady level of EPSCs, whereas it either did not affect or increased the level of IPSCs, implying 466 

that the relative conductance of IPSCs becomes larger at higher stimulus frequency. Since firing 467 

rate of ANFs is correlated with sound intensity, the results indicated that contributions of IPSCs 468 

to the output of NM neurons increases during intense sound. It will be of interest to examine how 469 

presynaptic inhibition of these currents differentially controls excitation vs inhibition (Brenowitz 470 

et al., 1998; Lu et al., 2005; Lu, 2007).  471 

 472 

Roles of polysynaptic inhibitory inputs in NM in vivo  473 

Elevation of sound intensity increases the number of active ANFs and the firing rate in each fiber. 474 

Given that multiple ANFs project onto low-CF NM neurons and phase-locked spikes occur 475 

stochastically among cycles in individual ANFs, elevation of sound intensity should increase the 476 

size of EPSPs rather evenly at each cycle for low-frequency sound (Fig. 7A, 7B). In this situation, 477 

EPSPs may already reach a level close to spike threshold at a majority of cycles even at auditory 478 

thresholds, and hence a slight increase in the sound intensity may easily cause saturation of spike 479 

responses and narrowing the dynamic range without inhibition. Thus, the tight coupling between 480 

activation of EPSCs and IPSCs is particularly suited for the low-CF NM neurons that receive 481 

multiple converging inputs for spike generation, ensuring a wide dynamic range for spike 482 

responses (Fukui et al., 2006). 483 

For high-frequency sound, many sound cycles fail to trigger spikes in ANFs due to the short 484 

period of the sound, although the number of these failed cycles decreases at higher sound 485 

intensity (Fig. 7C, 7D). Since middle/high-CF neurons receive only one or a few ANFs, and 486 

individual EPSPs are large enough to generate a spike, it is expected that elevation of sound 487 

intensity may increase the number of cycles with EPSPs rather than the size of EPSPs at each 488 

cycle. This together with the high threshold of IPSCs would contribute to the suppression of 489 

spike generation as well as the reduction of spike jitter during intense sound in neurons in vivo 490 
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(Fukui et al, 2010). Although GABAergic inhibition increased spike jitter in the present study, 491 

this is expected given that EPSPs were almost perfectly synchronized and a decrease of their 492 

amplitude causes a variation of spike timing during electrical stimulation; in vivo, inhibition 493 

decreases spike jitter by preventing poorly timed EPSPs from generating spikes (Howard and 494 

Rubel, 2010). Thus, the polysynaptic IPSCs improve the phase-locking, but may not expand the 495 

dynamic range in the middle/high-CF neurons.  496 

 497 

Methodological consideration 498 

One technical concern we had was related to the identity of the fibers activated by the electrical 499 

stimuli. In particular, the electrical stimuli might activate a broad frequency range of ANFs, 500 

which could lead to an overestimate of the polysynaptic IPSCs. However, it is not likely that 501 

these stimulus situations caused the tonotopic differences in the polysynaptic IPSCs and hence 502 

the excitatory-inhibitory relationships, because tonotopic differences are not apparent in the 503 

frequency convergence of the polysynaptic inhibitory pathways (Q10 dB) (Warchol and Dallos, 504 

1990; Tabor, et al., 2012) or in the efficiency of spike induction in ANFs (threshold intensity of 505 

EPSCs, Fig. 1G). Another concern was that stimulus intensity was adjusted by changing the 506 

duration rather than the amplitude of pulses. This could cause a variation in the timing of spike 507 

induction in ANFs, which might affect the efficiency of activating the polysynaptic pathway and 508 

the excitatory-inhibitory relationship. However, this is not likely because the variation in the 509 

timing of spike induction was less than 0.2 ms as the duration was changed (see Methods), far 510 

smaller than the time course of EPSPs in neurons within the pathway. For example, the half-511 

amplitude widths of EPSPs were about 10-20 ms in NA neurons (MacLeod and Carr, 2005) and 512 

50-60 ms in SON neurons (Yang et al., 1999), which would minimize the effects of this variation 513 

on the EPSP summation and hence the spike induction in the neurons.  514 

 515 

Comparison to mammals 516 
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The linear excitatory-inhibitory relationship in low-CF NM neurons may play a critical role in 517 

the calculation of interaural time differences at NL; it adjusts the level and timing of output of 518 

NM neurons in a sound-intensity-dependent manner, ensures appropriate sizes of EPSPs in NL 519 

neurons, and improves the binaural calculation across intensities (Nishino et al, 2008). Spherical 520 

bushy cells in AVCN, a mammalian homologue of NM neurons, also receives sound-intensity-521 

dependent inhibitory inputs presumably via interneurons within the nucleus, which ensures 522 

precise temporal coding across intensities (Keine and Rubsamen, 2015). Interestingly, the 523 

density of inhibitory terminals differs tonotopically in AVCN, being higher at low-CF regions, as 524 

in NM (Moore and Moore, 1987; Kolston et al., 1992). In addition, excitatory inputs to spherical 525 

bushy cells are differentiated tonotopically in their size and number (Joris et al., 1994), similar to 526 

NM, suggesting that the excitatory and inhibitory balance is determined in a tonotopic-pathway-527 

specific manner in both mammals and birds. Thus, the pathway-specific coupling of excitatory 528 

and inhibitory inputs may shape the optimum level and timing of neuronal output, thereby 529 

playing a fundamental role in the timing coding pathway in the auditory system. 530 

 531 
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 650 

Figure Legends 651 

Figure 1 Monosynaptic EPSCs and polysynaptic IPSCs driven by ANFs. A, Thick slice 652 

preparation of chicken brainstem (left), and excitatory and inhibitory pathways from ANFs to 653 

NM (right). The excitatory pathway is monosynaptic, whereas the inhibitory pathway is 654 

trisynaptic and mediated via NA and SON. A bipolar stimulating electrode was inserted into the 655 

auditory nerve at a position more than 4-5 mm away from the lateral edge of NM (red arrow, see 656 

Methods), while postsynaptic responses were recorded from NM neurons (white arrow). B, 657 

Biphasic electrical pulses were used to stimulate ANFs (left, see Methods). The stimulus 658 

intensity was adjusted by changing the duration of the pulse (red bar), where the intensity was 659 

weakened by decreasing the duration or strengthened by increasing the duration, while the 660 

amplitude was kept constant (right). C, Voltage responses of NM neurons in thick slices. Current 661 

pulses (80 ms) were applied to the soma between –0.2 nA and 0.8 nA. Both low-CF (left) and 662 

middle/high-CF (right) neurons generated only one or a few spikes at the onset of current 663 

injection, but low-CF neurons required less current for spike generation than middle/high-CF 664 

neurons (0.1 nA vs 0.7 nA, threshold current, see Table 1), consistent with previous observations 665 

in thin slices (Fukui and Ohmori, 2004). D, EPSCs (upper, red) and IPSCs (lower, blue) in low-666 

CF (left) and middle/high-CF (right) neurons. Currents were recorded in a neuron by switching 667 
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holding potential between –50 mV and 0 mV, and ensemble-averaged from 5-7 traces. Inset 668 

showed traces in a longer time scale, and stimulus intensity was indicated at left. EPSCs were 669 

sometimes contaminated at 0 mV as a small inward current prior to IPSCs in middle/high-CF 670 

neurons (black arrowhead, lower right), presumably due to their huge conductance and a slight 671 

shift of holding potential by the series resistance (see Methods). E and F, Latency (E) and rise 672 

time (F) of EPSCs (upper, red dots) and IPSCs (lower, blue dots). Monosynaptic IPSCs induced 673 

by stimulating SON fibers were also plotted (lower, green dots). The latency of ANF-driven 674 

IPSCs was always longer than 3 ms (broken lines), whereas that of EPSCs and SON-driven 675 

IPSCs was below 3 ms. G, Threshold intensity to induce synaptic currents. Threshold intensity 676 

was similar between EPSCs and IPSCs in low-CF neurons (left), whereas it was about 4-times 677 

higher for IPSCs in middle/high-CF neurons (middle), making the ratio between IPSCs and 678 

EPSCs larger in those neurons (right). H, Conductances at threshold intensity for EPSCs (left) 679 

and IPSCs (right). Numbers in parenthesis are the number of cells. * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** 680 

p<0.001. 681 

 682 

Figure 2 Temporal summation of polysynaptic IPSCs. A, EPSCs and IPSCs during a train of 683 

stimuli (20 pulses, 200 Hz). Currents were ensemble-averaged from 5-7 traces. IPSCs at the 684 

initial two stimuli are expanded in the box, and arrows indicate the peak at each stimulus. Both 685 

currents showed strong synaptic depression, while IPSCs, which have slow decay kinetics, 686 

temporally summated leading to a plateau current . B, Paired-pulse ratio (PPR) of EPSCs (upper, 687 

red dots) and IPSCs (lower, blue dots) from the second and the first responses in the train. PPR 688 

of monosynaptic IPSCs driven by SON fibers is also shown (green dots). C-E, Synaptic 689 

conductance relative to the first stimulus for EPSCs (C), IPSCs (D), and SON-driven IPSCs (E). 690 

Relative conductance reached a steady level at the later part of the train, and the level was below 691 

1 for EPSCs, whereas it was similar to or above 1 for both polysynaptic and monosynaptic IPSCs. 692 

F-H, Relative conductance at the 18th-20th stimuli during trains at 100, 200, and 333Hz for 693 

EPSCs (F), IPSCs (G), and SON-driven IPSCs (H). Values were averages of the 18th-20th 694 

stimuli from 5-7 traces. Numbers in parenthesis are the number of cells. * p<0.05, ** p<0.01. 695 

 696 
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Figure 3 Polysynaptic IPSCs increased in parallel with EPSCs in low-CF neurons. A, 697 

EPSCs and IPSCs during a train of stimuli (20 pulses, 200 Hz) of different intensities. The 698 

intensities were altered by changing the duration of pulses (in microseconds, left of each trace), 699 

while the amplitude of pulses was kept constant. Low-CF (left) and middle/high-CF (right) 700 

neurons. Currents were ensemble-averaged from 5-7 traces. Note that EPSCs and IPSCs 701 

appeared at a similar intensity and both increased gradually with intensity in the low-CF neuron, 702 

while IPSCs showed higher threshold and were far smaller than EPSCs even with an intense 703 

stimulus (520 μs) in the middle/high-CF neuron. B, Relationship between synaptic conductance 704 

and intensity for EPSCs (red) and IPSCs (blue) at the first (left) and the 18th-20th (right) stimuli. 705 

Symbols connected by lines represent the same cells. Synaptic conductance was larger for 706 

EPSCs than for IPSCs at the first stimulus in both low-CF and middle/high-CF neurons, while it 707 

was almost overlapping at the 18th-20th stimuli in low-CF neurons. C, Relationship between 708 

excitatory (EPSG) and inhibitory (IPSG) synaptic conductances from B. Both conductances were 709 

strongly correlated in low-CF neurons particularly at the 18th-20th stimuli, while they were not 710 

correlated in middle/high-CF neurons. Different colors represent individual cells, and gray 711 

symbols in low-CF groups indicate cells in which conductances were measured at a single 712 

intensity. Black symbols in middle/high-CF groups correspond to cells in which IPSCs were not 713 

induced even with the maximum stimulus (600μs, 100 V). The absence of IPSCs likely does not 714 

result from a generalized deterioration of the inhibitory pathway because IPSCs were still 715 

elicited with a weaker stimulus (143+32 μs, n=4) in low-CF neurons in the same preparation. 716 

Numbers in parenthesis are the number of cells. * p<0.05, ** p<0.01. 717 

 718 

Figure 4 Spike output increased with ANF stimulus intensity in low-CF neurons. A, Spike 719 

output in response to a train of stimuli (20 pulses, 200 Hz) of different intensities recorded under 720 

cell-attached condition. Low-CF (left) and middle/high-CF (right) neurons. Five traces were 721 

superimposed and spikes at corresponding stimuli were expanded (box). The number of spikes 722 

increased with intensity toward the later part in low-CF neurons, whereas the number reached the 723 

maximum even at the minimum intensity (20 μs) in middle/high-CF neuron. Spike jitter became 724 

larger toward the later part and decreased with intensity in low-CF neurons. B, firing probability 725 

was plotted against intensity. Symbols connected by lines represent the same cells. Firing 726 
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probability was calculated from 10-13 traces at each intensity. C-F, Threshold intensity (C), 727 

saturating intensity (D), dynamic range (E), and spike jitter (F). Spike jitter was calculated at 728 

saturating intensity from all the spikes during the train. All the parameters were larger in low-CF 729 

neurons than in middle/high-CF neurons. Numbers in parenthesis are the number of cells. * 730 

p<0.05, *** p<0.001. 731 

 732 

Figure 5 Polysynaptic IPSCs expanded the dynamic range of output in low-CF neurons. A, 733 

Spike output in response to a train of stimuli (20 pulses, 200 Hz) in a low-CF neuron before (left, 734 

blue, control) and after (right, red) application of SR-95331 (100 μM, GABAA receptor blocker). 735 

SR-95331 increased the number of spikes at each intensity. B, Firing probability in A was 736 

plotted against intensity. SR-95331 decreased threshold (single arrowheads) and saturating 737 

(double arrowheads) intensities, thereby narrowing dynamic range (horizontal two-way arrows). 738 

C, Firing probability was plotted against intensity separately for early (1st-3rd, upper) and later 739 

(4th-20th, lower) parts. D-G, Differences between control and SR-95331 for threshold intensity 740 

(D), saturating intensity (E), dynamic range (F), and spike jitter (G). Differences were calculated 741 

for the entire train, for early in the train, and for later in the train. The effects of SR-95331 were 742 

predominant at the later part, reflecting the summating natures of polysynaptic IPSCs. The result 743 

also indicated that contributions of ambient GABA to the spike suppression would be small. * 744 

p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 between control and SR-95331.  745 

 746 

Figure 6 Linear excitatory-inhibitory relationship expanded dynamic range when uEPSCs 747 

were small. A, Effects of linearly coupled IPSCs on spike generation in a model of low-CF NM 748 

neurons. The model received multiple uEPSGs, and voltage responses to 4 (top), 6 (middle), 8 749 

(bottom) uEPSGs were shown. Five traces were superimposed. Each uEPSGs were randomly 750 

varied in the timing with a standard deviation of 0.24 ms. uIPSG was a tonic conductance, and 751 

the size and the number changed linearly with those of uEPSGs. Spike generation was saturated 752 

at 6 uEPSGs (4 nS) without IPSG (left), at 8 uEPSGs (4nS) with IPSG (middle), and at 4 uEPSG 753 

(12 nS) with IPSG (right). Note that resting membrane potential was depolarized particularly 754 

when IPSG was large. Broken lines indicate –70 mV. B, Synaptic potentials under gNa of 0 755 

pS/μm2. Three traces were superimposed for 4, 6, and 8 uEPSGs. Synaptic potential was 756 
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subthreshold at 6 uEPSCs (4 nS) with IPSG (middle), while it exceeded spike threshold (dotted 757 

line) even at 4 uEPSG for 12 nS (right). C, Firing probability as a function of the number of 758 

uEPSG at 4 nS. Single arrowheads indicate the number of uEPSGs just below the appearance of 759 

spikes (threshold), and double arrowheads the number for the maximum probability (saturation). 760 

IPSG caused a rightward shift of the curve with little effects on threshold, expanding the 761 

dynamic range of responses (horizontal two-way arrows). D, Firing probability was plotted 762 

against the number of uEPSG for three different uEPSG. The size and the number of uIPSGs 763 

were the same as those of uEPSGs. An increase of uEPSG caused a leftward shift of the curve, 764 

and narrowed the dynamic range of responses, indicating that the small size of uEPSG is 765 

required for the suppressive effect of linearly coupled IPSCs. 766 

 767 

Figure 7 Roles of sound-frequency-specific excitatory-inhibitory coupling in NM. A and C, 768 

Schematic drawing of the input-output relationship of low-CF (A) and middle/high-CF (C) 769 

neurons during sound stimuli. Seven and one ANFs were assumed to innervate low-CF and 770 

middle/high-CF neurons, respectively, while one and two spikes were generated in each fiber for 771 

weak (left) and intense (right) sounds, respectively (top). In low-CF neurons, unitary excitatory 772 

(EPSG) and inhibitory (IPSG) conductances are small and increase in parallel with elevation of 773 

intensity (middle). Accordingly, the number of EPSPs exceeding spike threshold (broken lines 774 

and asterisks) decreases in the presence (blue) compared with the absence of the IPSG (red) 775 

(bottom); the number of cycles exceeding threshold was 1, with or without IPSGs at weak sound, 776 

whereas it was 3 without the IPSG and 2 for with the IPSG, at intense sound. In middle/high-CF 777 

neurons, on the other hand, the unitary EPSG is large enough to generate spikes, while the IPSG 778 

is far smaller and appears at a higher intensity than the EPSG. Accordingly, the IPSG would 779 

have a smaller impact on the number of EPSPs exceeding spike threshold. Thus, spike output 780 

would reflect the number of cycles with EPSPs rather than the size of EPSPs at each cycle in 781 

middle/high-CF neurons (see Text); the number of cycles exceeding threshold was 1 and 2 at 782 

weak and intense sounds, respectively, with or without the IPSG. B and D, Relationships of 783 

synaptic conductance (upper) and spike output of NM neurons (lower) with sound intensity. 784 

Low-CF (B) and middle/high-CF (D) neurons. In low-CF neurons, EPSG (red) and IPSG (blue) 785 

increase in parallel (upper), and hence spike output should be suppressed with IPSG (blue), 786 
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compared to without IPSG (red) (lower). In middle/high-CF neurons, on the other hand, IPSG 787 

would appear at a higher intensity (blue, upper), and hence effects of IPSG on spike output 788 

would be minimal (blue, lower). Spike generation could be attenuated with IPSG at an extremely 789 

intense sound, as observed in NM neurons in vivo (Fukui et al., 2010).   790 

  791 
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Table 1 Membrane and spike parameters of NM neurons in the thick slice preparation 792 

 Low CF Middle/high CF 

Resting potential (mV) –61.2±1.9 –69.6±0.5*** 

Input resistance (MΩ) 164.1±16.9 62.9±10.2*** 

Membrane time constant (ms) 10.7±2.2 3.5±1.1** 

Threshold current (pA) 75±17 640±164** 

Threshold potential (mV) –53.1±3.1 –41.6±5.9 

Spike amplitude (mV) 43.1±3.1 18.8±3.8*** 

Membrane and spike parameters were measured in low-CF (n=6) and middle/high-CF (n=5) 793 

neurons, by applying somatic current injection under current clamp (see Methods). 794 

** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 between low-CF and middle/high-CF neurons. 795 
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